The best features of this lecturer’s teaching were

- Good explanations most of the time and well prepared.
- Good at explaining
- N/A
- explanations of material. Always well dressed.
- Funny and interesting explanations
- Very helpful explanations
- funny
bouse
engaging
knew what he was talking about
- amusing teaching style. He is also clearly involved with his material and wants to communicate it properly. I liked his use of slides, which were not overwhelmed with information.
- - course pack
  - assignment questions
- very interested in what they were teaching which made it more engaging
- Lots of proofs help me to understand how to get these things

This lecturer’s teaching could be improved by

- monotonic
uncompleted lecture note - skeleton note where we can write on would be preferable
does not teach during tutorial
unsure about his demonstration of proof - show lack of understanding in his material
- Being more consistent with vector notation and reminding students about past lectures so one can follow each lecture without referring to other lectures
- when writing on board, could be more organised
- - more practical exam questions for us to practice
- uploading annotations to lecture slides